Year 5 Curriculum overview
Subject
Topic name
Literacy

Autumn
Out of this world
The Amazing
Americas
Traditional stories
Traditional
(adventure)
stories (Horror)
Presenting
information: Note
taking, plan and
research, interviews

Science

Earth and Space
Research planets and then
information
text/presentation

Persuasive
argument (letters
and articles)

Animal including
humans
Article on being
healthy

Mission

Spring
Stone Age to Iron
Enough for
Age
Everyone
Novels, plays and
Traditional stories
stories by
(myths)
significant authors
past and present
Humour- poetry
listening and
Journalistic Writing
writing
and eyewitness
accounts
(newspapers)
Forces
Explanations

3D mouldable materials
Clay- Design and interpret
clay pots (Greeks), Greek
shields, observational
drawing, Greek Art in the
past, exploring patterns,
mosaic

D.T

Nano Rovers
(balloon powered)

Film narrative

Traditional stories
(mystery)

Non-chronological
reports

Persuasive argument
(debates)

Properties and changes
of materials-

Living things
and their
habitats
Information book

Forces
Materials and
changing state

to Mars
Art

Properties and
changes of
materials

Summer
Crime and Punishment
Our Changing World

North America

Making N/S
America
landscapes:
volcanoes,
buildings,
sculptures

Art through the agesStone Age to Iron Age –
different media, charcoal,
pastels
Making bow and arrows

Marbulous
Structures

Plants and
Flowers

Art and artists
through the ages:
eras covered
during crime and
punishment
topics- roman,
Anglo Saxons,
Tudors, Victorians

Where does our
food come from? –
investigating food
packaging, making

Super Seasonal Cooking

Making things using
recycled materials,
junk modelling,
joining materials,

Instructions/recipes
Persuasive argument- healthy
vs unhealthy

The Seaside

Design and make a
bird scarer
Instructions and
evaluations
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Geography

The Amazing
Americas (year 6
geog planning)
Maps, compass work,
research

History

Ancient Greece
Battle of marathon poems,
letter writing, poster for
Olympics, information
leaflet/poster about
Ancient Greece using
internet to research

Creating a persuasive
brochure to visit a
country

History of North
and South
America,
research, timelines

how has Britain’s
human geography
changed over time
using maps and
photos, grid
references e.g.
types of settlement,
land use

Stone Age
to Iron Age
Letter writing,
information
book

making them
stronger
Enough for
everyone

Police stations/prisons
in Leeds and UK- maps,
aerial photographs

Persuasive brochure

Our Changing World
(year 6 Geog planning)
(coastal features,
weathering, erosion,
the future)
Newspaper article on coasts,
letter to local council
persuasive argument

Climate
Change
History of
electricity and
electrical items,
history of human
geography in locality

Crime and Punishment
(LK2 History planning)

History of seaside,
history of UK

Newspaper report

Transatlantic Slavery

Stone Age
R.E

5.1 Why are some places and
journeys special?
PSHE

Computing
Cross curricular
links

Esafety
P.E

5.2 What do we know about
Islam?

5.3 Should we forgive others?
Bullying

5.4 What matters to most
believers?

Physical Health

Identity, society
and equality

Keeping safe and
managing risk

Mental Health and
emotional wellbeing

Drug, alcohol and
tobacco education

Scratch- developing
games

Flowol

Internet research
and webpage design

3D modelling sketch
up

Radio station

Data logging, research,
Simulation (movement of
planets), control, space
story-word processing,
databases, powerpoint
presentation

Internet exploration,
film linked to stories

Gymnastics

Gymnastics

Researching plastic,
revisewise, research common
gases, interactive challenges,
data logging, powerpoint
presentation

Dance

Dance

Tag Rugby and Tennis

Careers, financial
stability and economic
wellbeing
Using and applying

Branching database, email,
explore bbc science clips,
handling data, presenting
proposals, branching
database

Athletics and Rounders
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and Health related
exercise

and Health
related exercise

Colour code:
➢ Orange – Twinkl units
➢ Purple = Have a go writing opportunities
BOLD writing = the main unit focus for half term. If the focus is History some geography skills need to be taught within that topic too and vice versa. If DT is the
main focus then art skills should be taught during cross curricular days and vice versa.
RE : Leeds RE syllabus and resources found on the one drive. Numbers before the unit link to unit and file names.

